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Preamble: 

-  NA62 is officially approved to run until LS2 with the main 
 goal of measuring the BR(K+ → π+ ν anti-ν) with 10% accuracy; 
-  While the long-term upgrade of the experiment  (KL→π0 ν anti-ν) 
 is currently being discussed within the Collaboration there is a window of  
opportunity  of using the first year after LS2 to run NA62 in beam-dump mode. 

NA62 in dump mode + 
kaon physics 

today 
SHiP 

K+	→	π+	ν	ν	 KL	→	π0	ν	ν	
LS2 LS3 
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The proposal in a nut-shell: 

Join the NA62 collaboration for the preparation of the Proposal for a  
run in beam-dump mode and add to the experiment few detectors that can  
improve  the sensitivity for hidden  sector searches  without spoiling the  
sensitivity for kaon physics. 

NA62 is officially approved to run until 2018. A new Proposal for a run 
extension during Run3 has to be prepared and sent to the SPSC in a year time: 

 - a run in dump mode for hidden sector searches can (will) be part of it; 
 - dedicated runs to study backgrounds and trigger strategies will be (are already 
been) allocated during the current data taking. 



The NA62 experiment in ECN3 3 



Npot/year = 1012 p/s x 107 sec (~100 days)  x 20% duty cycle x 60% SPS efficiency = 
                 = 1.2 x1018 pot/year  (1.2 x 1016 pot/day x 100 days) 

The primary protons, transported via the P42 beam line, are focused and  
directed at zero angle onto a 400-mm long, 2-mm diameter, beryllium target.  
This is suspended between thin aluminium foils and is cooled by forced  
convection of air in the T10 target station.  
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NA62 reached the nominal beam intensity in November 2015: 
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3.3 1012 pot/spill, 3.5-sec spill 
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The target is followed 25-m downstream by a 1.6-m long, water-cooled, copper 
collimators, `Target Attenuator eXperimental areas' (TAXes) offering a choice of bores 
of different apertures. The TAXes can act as a dump (10.7 λI) .  

NA62	

NA62 dump 
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The apertures allow a narrow momentum band of ± 1.0 % Δp/p (r.m.s.) to be selected 
about the central momentum of 75 GeV/c. In dump mode the target can be moved away 
from the beam and the beam let impinging on the copper. 
Even in the configuration with the target in place, a sizeable fraction (40%) of the 
protons go through the target without interacting and eventually impinge on the TAXes.  

The target, the magnetic system and the dump of NA48/2:  10 

NA62 uses only the positive beam 



After the TAXes, the beam  passes through a 40mm diameter, almost field-free 
bore, drilled in iron slabs, which are inserted to fill the 200mm high gaps  

in three, 2m-long, dipole magnets. The vertical magnetic field in the iron 
surrounding the beam serves to sweep aside muons of both signs. 

Muon flux reduced by a factor ~10. 

The sweeping system of NA62: 
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Distance dump-decay volume: ~80 m 
(SHiP TP: 64 m) 

Decay volume: ~65 m 
(SHiP TP: 50 m) 

 θ up to 50 mrad 

 tank 1  tank 2  tank 3 

dump 
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Transverse dimensions 
of the spectrometer: 
~ 3-m diameter 

Conical evacuated decay volume 10-6 mbar: 
  tank 1: 1,9 m diameter; 52,965 m long 
  tank 2: 2,4 m diameter; 23.55 m  long 
  tank 3: 2,8 mm diameter; 37.8 m  long 



LAV system: 
12 Large Angle Vetoes  
spread along 120 m   
Pb-Glass from OPAL 
1-ε ~ 10-3 for  
Eγ > 150 MeV 
σ(t) ~ 1 ns 

LAV9		

LAV10		

NA62 Apparatus 13 



Magnetic spectrometer: 
 - Straw tubes in vacuum 
   (70% Ar + 30% CO2) 
-  Magnet:  
   4x4x1.3 m3, 0.9Tm, 1.3 MW 

€ 

σ(p) / p = 0.48%⊕0.009p(GeV /c)(%)

NA62 Apparatus 14 



Vessel	

Radiator:	Neon	1	bar	

17	m	

4	m	

NA62 Apparatus 

Separation e/µ/π with 15< p < 35 GeV/c 

RICH:  
17m-long, 4m-diameter,  radiator: Neon @ 1 bar 
σ(t) = 70 ps 
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Cast scintillating bars + PMTs, (x,y) views 
Fast trigger for charged particles and timing for 
the event (σ(t) ~ 200 ps). 

Charged HODoscope (CHOD): 

NA62 Apparatus 

Rates at the CHOD: 
- The track crossing rate at nominal  
beam intensity with K+ mode is ~13 MHz 
- The corresponding total hit rate over the 
 counters is ~45 MHz, due to the high hit  
multiplicity events produced by interactions  
of photons and beam pions upstream of the detector 
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New Charged Hodoscope (newCHOD): Occupancy at full intensity  [MHz] 

NA62 Apparatus 17 



Electromagnetic Calorimeter (LKr): 

€ 

σ(E) /E

€ 

σ(E) /E = 3.2%/ E ⊕9%/E ⊕0.042%
14 bit FADC, 40 Ms, 32ch/module, 432 modules; 

NA62 Apparatus 18 



Two hadronic calorimeters:  
1) MUV1 – brand new – Built in Mainz 2) MUV2  (NA48) 

NA62 Apparatus 

	π/µ rejection: 
- 106  (MUV1&MUV2) 
- 102    (RICH) 
- Total rejection: 108  
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MUV3: fast muon veto 
Scintillating tiles 5-cm thick readout by PMTs 
σ(t)~400 ps  

NA62 Apparatus 20 



10 MHz 

L0 
(hardware) 

1 MHz 

L1 
(software) 

100 kHz 

Trigger [pretty much “LHCb-like”] 

L2 
(software) 

O(10-30)	kHz	 O(10-30) kHz 
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“Data Quality” 
 with 2015 run 
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Back	Expected 45 SM signal events / year with < 10 background [o(10-12) SES] 

Experimental principles: 
1)Precise kinematic reconstruction; 
2)PID: K upstream, 𝑒/𝜇/𝜋 downstream;  downstream; 
3)Hermetic 𝛾 detection;  detection; 
4)Sub-ns timing. 

NA62: from an “impossible” decay mode….	

Signal: 
Background:  
K+ decays (~70%),  
beam activity (30%) 

m2
miss = ( pK-pπ)2  (GeV2/c4) 

BR(K+ → π+νν ) =  (8.4 ±1.0 )  10-11 

MC 



24 NA62: ….to a real experiment:	

2015	data	
2015	data:	
K	decays	

2015	data:	
Beam	acJvity	One–track selection: 

- Single downstream track topology  
- Beam track matching the downstream track  
- Beam track matching a K signal in Kaon ID 
-  Downstream track matching energy in 
calorimeters; 
Many more handles to reduce background 
not applied yet. 

Kaon	ID	
Track	origin		
in	the	fiducial	region	

no Kaon ID 

G. Ruggiero, Moriond EW 2016 



(Not even) preliminary NA62 background studies 
for search for hidden particles 

(slides with unofficial results from NA62 not posted on Indico)  
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Slide shown at Imperial 
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Slide shown at Imperial 



Muon background generated by Thomas switching off our sweeping magnet. 
  - 17.8M events split in 9 files with weights corresponding to 5e13 pot. 
  - eos/ship/data/muonBackground/noShield/ 
  - Ntuples available Friday evening, no time to analyze them, will do as soon as I am back. 

Thomas produced already some preliminary estimate of muon (and other)  
hits rates. At the Muon Detector he finds: 
   ~ 500 M µ+ and 500 M µ- per 2.5x1012 pot (2.5 sec @ NA62). 
  ~ 1 G/2.5 sec = 400 MHz 

Rescale for different NA62/SHiP acceptances:  
     NA62 = 1/10 SHiP:   400 MHz → 40 MHz 
Apply the NA62 sweeping system:  
   muon flux reduction of ~10:  40 MHz → 4 MHz 

                 Not far from what NA62 measure as muon halo (~ 5-6 MHz). 

 Muon Background w/o sweeping in FairShiP 
                      (thanks Thomas!)	
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Preliminary sensitivities 
for hidden sector searches 

Assume zero background, 2x1018 pot (1 year), acceptance&selection efficiencies 
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HNL : NA62 sensitivity to UμI   
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Dark Scalar: NA62 sensitivity 31 
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Dark Photon into visible final states: NA62 sensitivity 
32 
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Where can we contribute? 



Upstream  
VETO 
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NO	

YES	

1)   Upstream Veto in front of the Decay Vessel: 
    → to veto beam-induced muons from the dump 



Upstream  
VETO M1 & M2 

between MUV2 and MUV3:  
→ to positively identify muons and  
time-stamp them (together with MUV3). 
→to be studied, probably not useful 

…..Other ideas ?….. 
(perhaps a better sweeping magnet?) 

2) One or two muon stations (M1 & M2)  
35 



1)  NA62 has 2% of the expected SHiP beam intensity and <10% of the 
SHiP acceptance, hence an overall yield for hidden sector particles 
which is (at most) 2 per mille of the SHiP one (no competition). 

2)  However NA62 has the potential to have a better sensitivity of  past 
beam-dump experiments for some of the hidden sector models. 

3)  This run could be very useful for SHiP to: 
     -  study the backgrounds;   
     - (further) optimize the detector design;  
     - do the necessary R&D for some detectors;  
     - exercise the analysis procedures;  
     - strengthen the participation to the SHiP project by having as 
intermediate goal to produce preliminary (but already competitive) physics 
results by 2021-2022; 

A few comments: 
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The NA62 collaboration has discussed the proposal to operate in dump mode 
during the Collaboration Meeting two weeks ago: 
   - a consensus to further study the proposal has been found. 

Two talks will be prepared for the Physics Beyond Collider Workshop: 
  - one about a mid-term run in dump mode for the study of the hidden sector (among 
other physics topics); 
  - one about a longer-term run to study the KL →π0νν decay. 

NA62 is officially approved to run until 2018. A new Proposal for a run 
extension during Run3 has to be prepared and sent to the SPSC in a year time: 
 - a run in dump mode for hidden sector searches can be part of it; 
 - dedicated runs to study backgrounds and trigger strategies will be allocated already 
during the current data taking. 

The NA62 collaboration is open to collaborate with SHiP (and other) people: 
   - A possibility could be to setup a working group to study the feasibility of the run 
in beam dump-mode. 

We can learn a lot from NA62. 

Conclusions & Outlook 37 


